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Happy 1st birthday triplets



Maps per page: 15 30 60 120 Maps: 12 Pages: 1 Most Popular Newest Adult Card Show Page: 1 Download... Birthday for triplets, 3 girls, giraffes with bows ... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun first birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Three tall, thin giraffes line up
through this pink card to say Happy Birthday to you three very special girl triplets that turn one year old. Giraffes, each wearing a large pink bow, each placed inside a large, white number one that is decorated with pink party balloons and a polka dot wrapped gift. Above their heads is a message from triple birthday card!,
which was sent manually, white. Below each giraffe, this is the place for you to enter the names of every little triplets girl so the map is personalized for these sweet little girls birthday party. Inside the wording: Wishing all three of you a very fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377396 Birthday for triplets, 3 boys, giraffes with
bows ... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun first birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: You know, three little triplets brothers who will be turning one year on their upcoming birthday party. Please them with this festively cute card. This is one that they want to look at over
and over again as they recognize the animals lined up through it that came to say Happy Birthday to them. Three brown spotted giraffes fill a large number of them on the blue card, and they prepare for the birthday triplets with blue party balls and gifts that surround each one. At the top of the map is a message card, with
a white letter: Happy Birthday!. Below each giraffe, this is the area for you to personalize this favorite card with the name of each triplet, making this card a special souvenir for the triplets family. Internal formulation of the card: Wishing all three of you a very fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377400 Birthday 1 year Triplets, 2
Boys and 1 Girl with Per... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun 1st birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist notes: This expensive giraffe card is the perfect way to wish a special group of three triplets their very first birthday. Happy Birthday is the hand-letter wording that tops this
mint green card. Under the wording, three large numbers 1 cross the map, with a white background, in each that is filled with a giraffe. This set of triplets consists of two boys and one girl, and one of the giraffes has a pink bow and a gift, for a little girl, while As the outer two giraffes have blue gifts and balloons, each for
one of the boy's triplets. Beneath each zoo the animal is an area for you to personalize the map with each of the triplets names, making it a map that will be cherished for years to come. Years. Bring each name when you order their birthday card. Internal formulation of the card: Wishing all three of you a very fun first
birthday! Product ID: 1406806 Birthday 1 year Triplets, 2 Girls and 1 Boy Custom N... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun 1st birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Two very special triplets girl and a third triplets, their brother, are all turning one on their upcoming
birthday party. Could a map be cut to tell them Happy Birthday than this repeating the triple image of the zoo animal card? The wording at the top of the lavender card, in hand with a white letter wording says: Happy Triple Birthday! Under the wording are lines of three long neck giraffes, holding hearts inside a huge white
number of them and either a blue or pink gift and a balloon for each triplet. Giraffes with pink gifts and balloons also wear their large pink bows for celebration. There is an area below each giraffe for you to enter the name of each triplet as you order your card, making this card personalized for these special triplets.
Internal formulation of the card: Wishing all three of you a very fun first birthday! Product ID: 1406808 Triplets 1st birthday, Puppies Cards Tune: Inside the text is just inside the text: A day of fun because you're turning one! Happy Birthday to all of you, dear little ones! Artist: Jane Dykstra Artist Notes: Birthday card for
Triplet's 1st birthday with confetti background and puppies with party hats and pink balloons. All my cards can be customized anyway you like. Just send me a message. Some original ©-doodles. Product ID: 1262220 1st birthday for triplets with pony cards Tune up: Internal text only inside text: Birthday hugs and
birthday kisses. With lots and lots of birthday wishes. Happy First Birthday Triplets xx Artist: Moonlake Designs Artist Notes: avalonbears@talktalk.net .. Please feel free to contact me at any time regarding the settings of the cards, I am always happy to help. Product ID: 652410 1st birthday for triplets with gift cards Tune:
Inside the text only inside the text: Birthday hugs and birthday kisses. With lots and lots of birthday wishes. Happy First Birthday Triplets xx Artist: Moonlake Designs Artist Notes: avalonbears@talktalk.net .. Please feel free to contact me at any time regarding the settings of the cards, I am always happy to help. Product
ID: 652407 Triplet Birthday Cards Tune: Internal Text Only Inside Text: HAPPY FIRST BIRTHDAY for and their army of supporters. Artist: Tom Rent Artist Notes: I'll make a special version of this card if you like. Just let me know through the performer link to my store card in GCU. - Tom Rent Product Id: 357271 1st
birthday for triplets with Rocking Horses Customize card: Inside text: Birthday hugs and birthday With lots and lots of birthday wishes. Happy First Birthday Triplets xx Artist: Moonlake Designs Artist Notes: avalonbears@talktalk.net .. Please feel free to contact me at any time regarding the settings of the cards, I am
always happy to help. Product ID: 652415 1st birthday for triplets with three cute dragons ... Setting up: Internal text only inside the text: Birthday hugs and birthday kisses. With lots and lots of birthday wishes. Happy First Birthday Triplets xx Artist: Moonlake Designs Artist Notes: avalonbears@talktalk.net .. Please feel
free to contact me at any time regarding the settings of the cards, I am always happy to help. Product Id: 652403 Triplet Bears on 1st Birthday Cake Card Tune: Inside Text: (Empty Inside) Artist: Kristin Lanyon Artist Notes: Please contact me if you need any changes to the text or image. Product ID: 561112 Triplets First
Birthday Walking Bear and Rabbit ca... Setting up: Internal text is only inside the text: one step at a time, day after day. Tapping and pulling with new ways of playing. Celebrating with you, three, we say HURRAY! These are triplets 1st BIRTHDAY. You're on your way. Happy Birthday, kids! Artist: Sandra Rose Designs
Artist Notes: When triplets turn one, it's a big milestone! Soft colors will warm the heart of these three cute bears pushing the rabbit on the cart. Perfect for any combination of sexes! Product ID: 1530088 Page: 1 Download... The most popular newest Show Adult Cards Page: 1 2 cm. 3 Download... 2nd birthday for
triplets, 2 Boys and 1 Girl Custom... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun second birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist notes: If you know a family that has three expensive little triplets who will soon be celebrating their second birthday, with two little boys and one little girl, this
card will bring joy to both toddlers and their parents. Below are fun zoo animal images of giraffes and zebras peeking out from behind three lined number two, this is the area to customize the map by entering each child's name as you order this fun map. At the top of the card is a hand-lettered wording with a triple
birthday! On the green background of mint. The animals in the girl's room 2 have pink bows in honor of her birthday. Your internal formulation: Wishing all three of you a very fun second birthday! Product ID: 1401592 Birthday for triplets, 3 girls, giraffes with bows ... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside Text: Wish all
three of you a lot of fun the first day Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Three tall, thin giraffes line up through this pink card to say Happy Birthday to you three very special girl triplets that turn one year old. Giraffes, each wearing a large pink bow, each placed inside a large, white number one that is decorated with a
pink party party and the polka dot wrapped gift. Above their heads is a message from triple birthday card!, which was sent manually, white. Below each giraffe, this is the place for you to enter the names of every little triplets girl so the map is personalized for these sweet little girls birthday party. Inside the wording:
Wishing all three of you a very fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377396 Birthday for triplets, 2 Girls and 1 Boy, Giraffes W... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun first birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist notes: This festively adorable personalized triple first birthday card, with
three happy giraffes and their individual number of them represent a new era of trio, consists of wishes for two girls and one boy. This card is a wonderful way to say Happy Birthday to three little triplets who are all turning one year, with each of the three little giraffes inside their tall, thin, white number one as they bring
both wrapped presents and balloons for the children's birthday. Two giraffes wear their batches of pink bows with pink ball decorated with pink gifts, while the center one, for the little triplet boy, has all the blue ball and a packet of decorations. There is an area below each animal for you to personalize the card with the
name of each triplet, making this card uniquely for these three. Happy birthday to you! written at the top of the mint green card, in the white hand of the inscription. The internal wording of the card says: Wish all three of you a lot of fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377392 Birthday for triplets, 2 Boys and 1 Girl, Giraffes W...
Tune: Cover text, inside the text inside the text: Wish all three of you a very fun first birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: This colorful and delightful card will say Happy Birthday to three special triplets for you, all at the same time. Triple kids will all love to watch triple zoo animal giraffes over and over again,
and will be thrilled with the pink hearts that hang on the rope from each giraffe's mouth. As they turn one year, there are three white number one, in triple, lined up through a teal green card, each filled with a long-necked giraffe that is ready to celebrate with balloons and gifts. The two outside have blue balloons and gifts
for two little boy triplets and one in the middle in a pink bow, with pink party items for his sister. At the top of the card says: Happy Triple Birthday, in a cheerful white hand lettering on a bright teal background. Under each giraffe there is room for you to personalize the card with the name of each triplet. The internal
wording of the map says: Wish all three of you Fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377390 Birthday for triplets, 3 boys, giraffes with bows ... Tune: Cover text, inside the text inside the text: Wishing all three of you a lot of fun Birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: You know, three little triplets brothers who will be
turning one year on their upcoming birthday party. Please them with this festively cute card. This is one that they want to look at over and over again as they recognize the animals lined up through it that came to say Happy Birthday to them. Three brown spotted giraffes fill a large number of them on the blue card, and
they prepare for the birthday triplets with blue party balls and gifts that surround each one. At the top of the map is a message card, with a white letter: Happy Birthday!. Below each giraffe, this is the area for you to personalize this favorite card with the name of each triplet, making this card a special souvenir for the
triplets family. Internal formulation of the card: Wishing all three of you a very fun first birthday! Product ID: 1377400 Happy Birthday Triplets Card Tune: Inside the text just inside the text: Hope Day is as special as you three! Artist: Maryann Nolan Product Id: 214946 3 Lollypops - Birthday Triplets Cards Tune: Inside Text
Only Inside Text: Wish Your Birthday is three times more fun. Happy Birthday triplets! Artist: Maryann Nolan Product Id: 214950 Triple Birthday Three Tubby Cats Cards Customized: Cover text, inside text Inside text: Let your day be triple play! Artist: © Merin Earhardt Artist Notes: These three adorable tabby cats
purrfect a way to send a fun birthday card to a set of triplets. ADD their NAMES to the front for a special touch! Product ID: 1061685 3rd birthday for triplets, 3 Girls, with custom Na... Tune: Cover text, inside the text Inside the text: Wish all three of you a very fun third birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Three
little triplets girls you know who will soon be turning three years together and celebrating a joint triple birthday will be thrilled with this fun card from you. They will love a large number of threesomes that they recognize, and the little zoo animals that pop their heads to say: Happy Triple Birthday!. Each of the giraffes and
zebras wear their pink bows as they pop their heads to say: Happy Birthday. Below each of the repetitive images is the area for you to personalize your card by typing in each of their names to create customized cards they will adore as you order their cards. Your inner formulation of this fun pink triplets card is wishing all
three of you a very fun third birthday! Product ID: 1401608 Happy Birthday Triplets - Funny Cards Tune: Inside Text Just Inside Text: Try getting along for just one day Please! Happy Afternoon Artist: Tom Rent Product Id: 215016 2nd birthday for triplets boy, zoo animals with Cu... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside
text: Wish all three of you a very fun second birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Delight Delight Summer triplets boys and their parents on their second birthday with this expensive personalized card that has each of the twins names below the big, white number two with a giraffe and a zebra join the party to
celebrate. They bring a tall, thin polka dot-wrapped gift to each boy below the white hand card with the letter Happy Birthday!, which was accentuated with tiny hearts. Just how to beat each of the triplets names as you order this delightful blue card. Your internal formulation: Wishing all three of you a very fun second
birthday! Product ID: 1401590 Birthday 5-year-old triplets, 2 Girls and 1 Boy with Cus... Setting up: Cover text, inside text Inside text: Wish two special little girls and one special little boy happy 5th birthday triplets! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: This delightful card can be personalized with the names of three
triplets who celebrate their 5th birthday together. Just in the back of their names, below each of the large number of 5s and their names will be printed on the map in white letters. At the top of the map are handwritten inscriptions with Triple Birthday! Two giraffes below wear pink bows for little girls and one has a blue
balloon and a gift for a little triplet boy. Your internal formulation: Wish two special little girls and one special little boy happy 5th birthday triplets! Product ID: 1475012 3rd Birthday Triplets, 2 Boys and 1 Girl, Custom Nam... Tune: Cover text, inside the text Inside the text: Wish all three of you a very fun third birthday!
Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Three very special little kids will have their joint third birthday soon and you would like a very special card to celebrate this wonderful event. All three triplets, two brothers and one sister, will be fascinated by the little animals that are on your map to wish them a Triple Birthday! A
shaggy lion, giraffe and smiling zebra peek out of three large numbers 3 that fill the width of the card, one for each triplet. Beasts for a little girl have their pink birthday bows and her gift wrapped in pink. The background card is a lovely mint green and below each number three is the area for you to personalize the card
with each child's name, making it a card that will be cherished for years to come. Your inner formulation of this special triplets card is wishing all three of you a very fun third birthday! Product ID: 1401626 3rd Birthday Triplets, 3 Boys, Custom Names and zoo ... Tune: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish you three
have a very fun third birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Three very special triplets boys will soon be celebrating their shared third birthday together. Could there be more cut than this card to say With Triple Birthday to all of them at the same time In such a sweet way? A group of repetitive zoo animals gather
around a large number of threesomes who cross the middle of this blue card with their wrapped birthday present for each triplet. Black and white zebra, long neck giraffe and shaggy lion all bring birthday wishes so all three boys will love. Below each set of three animal groups is the area for you to enter in each of the
boys' names, making it a custom card that everyone will enjoy for years. Just enter the name of each triplet when ordering a card. Your internal phrasing for triplets Wish all three of you a very fun third birthday! Product ID: 1401630 2nd birthday for triplets, 3 Girls, with custom Na... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside
text: Wish all three of you a very fun second birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Wait until three little triplets girl toddlers see this favorite birthday card on your second birthday! They will love the lined number 2s that cross the pink background and zoo animals that brighten up the map with pink bows and
yellow polka dots wrapped gifts that they bring for their birthday. Above the triple number of the display white hands with the inscription Happy Birthday Triple! And below each room is the area for you to enter each little girl's name as you order their cards. Your internal wording on this delightful custom card is wishing all
three of you a very fun second birthday! Product ID: 1401602 Birthday 5-year-old triplets, 2 Boys and 1 Girl with Cus... Tune: Text cover, inside the text Inside the text: The wish of two special little boys and one special little girl happy 5th birthday triplets! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Personalize this special 5th
birthday card for two special triplets a boy and their sister, one girl triplets, as they celebrate their joint 5th birthday together. There is a space below each big number 5 where you can enter in triplets names, the girl's name below the giraffe with a pink bow and pink balloon and the names of the two boys below the
animals flying on blue balloons. The wording at the top of the card says: Happy Triple Birthday! Against the lavender background. Your inner formulation to them says: Wish two special little boys and one special little girl happy 5th triple birthday! Product ID: 1475018 2nd Birthday for triplets, 2 Girls and 1 Boy, Custom ...
Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun second birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Notes: Two little girls and one little boy triplets are almost ready to turn two years together. This charming card will say Happy Birthday to all of them together in the most delightful way. A series of three
large, white number 2s cross lavender cards with jungle animals popping up with birthday greetings from behind each number. Two giraffes have their birthday On the birthdays of little girls and the little boy has his gift wrapped in yellow polka dots instead of pink like two girls. Above their heads, the hand lettering on the
map says: Happy Triple Birthday! Below each number two is the area for you to personalize the card with each of the little triplets names as you order the card, making it a special custom card for their birth. Your internal formulation: Wishing all three of you a very fun second birthday! Product ID: 1401598 Birthday 4-year-
old triplets, 2 Boys and 1 Girl with... Tune: Cover text, inside text Inside Text: Wishing three special triple triple fun triples on their 4th birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: These amusing zoo animals, which include a zebra, giraffe, lion and their chubby elephant buddy, are ready to celebrate the 4th birthday of
some very special triplets, bringing each of the two boy triplets wrapped a gift and wearing their lavender and pink bows on behalf of one little girl's triplets. They look like a zookeeper as they extend their necks to see around each of the three large, white number 4s that cross the middle of the blue card. Above the
repeated 4s, a white hand with a letter of wording says: Happy Triple Birthday! Below each number four is the area for you to personalize the map by typing in each of the triplets names as you order your card. Your wording inside the card to them is wishing three special triple triple fun triples on their 4th birthday! Product
ID: 1403588 Birthday 4-year-old girl triplets, custom names and ... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun 4th birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: Little Triple Girls You Know Who's About to Turn 4 Will All Love This Triple Birthday Card From You, with three re-images,
one for each of them. They all love to look at the three big white number 4s that are repeated through the pink background, and all the zoo animals that look out for them to say to them: Happy three birthdays!. Each number 4 has an elephant, zebra, giraffe and lion looking around every large number. The highlight of the
card, however, is that it can be personalized when you type in each of the triplets below each image as you order your card, customizing it with their very special names on the map. Your fun inside the wording of triplets is wishing all three of you a very fun fourth birthday! Product ID: 1403390 1st birthday for grandson
triplets with custom Nam ... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish to all three Grandchildren have a lot of fun 1st birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: This charming card for your one-year-old triplet Grandchildren will be loved by all three little boys when they see repetitive giraffes that fill three
numbers of them through the light of turquoise turquoise They will enjoy the festive feeling of lavender balls giraffes bring to the party triplets and wrapped a gift everyone has together. Below each zoo the animal is a place for you to personalize the map with each of your grandchildren's names, making this card extra
special for them. The wording at the top of the card is by hand on the letter white, with the words Happy Birthday! Inside the wording: Wishing all three of my grandchildren a lot of fun 1st birthday! Product ID: 1382624 Hurray is Bday my dear triplets! Map Tune: Inside the text just inside the text: Hope you're not two tired
to celebrate! Artist: Corrie Kuipers Artist Notes: A cute black and white cartoon cow with a birthday present in a backpack riding an orange scooter on a blue striped background with the text of Hooray! This is the B-Day of my dear triplets! Product ID: 452044 3rd Birthday Triplets, 2 Girls and 1 Boy, Custom Nam... Tune:
Cover text, inside the text Inside the text: Wish all three of you a very fun third birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: You know, three expensive little baby triplets who will soon be celebrating their third birthday. This special individual map of the zoo's animals will be the perfect way for you to please them with
their giraffes, lions and zebras in triple all over the map. Bright animals hide behind large white numbers three, bringing with them a wrapped gift for each triplet. Two little girls receive pink packets and the animals display their fancy pink party bows for the occasion. The gift of the little boy is wrapped in blue against the
background of lavender. Below each animal image is an area for you to customize your map with each of their names as you order their joint card. Your inner formulation of this special triplets card is wishing all three of you a very fun third birthday! Product ID: 1401620 Birthday 5-Year-Old Triple Boys, Custom Names
and... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish three special triplets a happy and cheerful 5th birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: These delightful zoo animals want to help you tell Triple Birthday in a cute set of triplets boy who celebrate their joint 5th birthday. They peek out and play around three
huge, white number 5s that cross the blue map. Each room has a giraffe, zebra, lion and monkey that holds a star balloon for celebration. Under every 5 is an area for you to enter in each of the boy's names by personalizing cute cards for them. Just enter their names when asked how you buy this fun card. Your internal
formulation: Wish special triplets happy and fun 5th anniversary! Product ID: 1473408 Birthday 4-year-old triplets, 3 Boys with custom N... Setting up: Text cover, inside text Inside text: Wish all three of you a very fun 4th birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Artist Please young triplets you know who will soon be
turning four years on their birthday. Three little boys with a triple birthday all love to look at zoo animals on this map who come to wish them a Happy Birthday to you and bring them every big number of 4 for their new era. Below each room is an area where you can personalize this delightful map as you order it by typing
each of their names. At the top of the card is written with a white hand inscription heading With Triple Birthday! Your inner message to triplets boys Is wishing all three of you a very fun 4th birthday! Product ID: 1403394 Birthday for girls triplets, Three sisters in prett... Tune: Internal text only inside the text: Happy Birthday
to three very special girls! Artist: Cisillia Tay Artist Notes: Three Sisters Stood Together... discussing your birthday? Product ID: 995505 Happy Birthday Triplet - Traces of the map Tune: Internal text only inside text: Happy Birthday Wishes for a special Triplet! Artist: Janie Echols-Brown © 2009 Artist Notes: The Perfect
Card for Special Triplets. Women's version of Product Id: 214958 Birthday for triplets, three giraffes with hearts,... Tune in: Inside the text just inside the text: Wish three special triple triple fun triple triples for your birthday! Artist: Teri Nelson Kuster Artist Notes: These three expensive long, long-necked giraffes lined up
through this teal-colored card to celebrate the birthday of three very special triplets who celebrate their joint birthday together. Each spotted giraffe holds the heart of love and stands next to a blue polka dot-wrapped gift, topped with a huge bow and tied to an inflated, star-studded balloon. The handwritten letter of the
wording, at the very top of the teal green card, says: Happy Triple Birthday! Your inner phrasing for triplets: Wish three special triplets triple the fun on your birthday! Product ID: 1474038 Birthday of our Triplets Custom Age with Super B... Setting up: Cover text, inside the text inside the text: Hope your day is as special as
the three of you! Lots of love and kisses! Artist: Laurie Schneider Artist Notes: Wish your triplets a Happy Birthday with a custom age card featuring three adorable super rabbits wearing red masks, red superhero costumes with yellow capes, one holding a yellow ball with text boxes for ages and a super script st, nd, rd or
th need or you can just leave it blank it up to you on a pretty gradient background. Original design by Laurie Schneider, scrapin Doodles, Diana'z Designz. The female rabbit is called Dow. A male rabbit is called a dollar. Young rabbit set (or kitten). Rabbits Live in Groups Product Id: 1409236 Happy Birthday Triple Boys,
Panda Cards Tune: Inside Text Only Inside Text: Happy Birthday Times 3! Hope you have a lot of fun, lots of ice cream, and a lot of lots of Artist: Gail Pepin Artist Notes: This is a birthday card for triplets boys, featuring my digital design of 3 pandas in hats, gifts and stars. ©Gail Pepin you can change the internal
message when you leave if you want. Product ID: 1053285 Happy Birthday Flower - Triplets Cards Tune: Inside the text just inside the text: there's a bloomin' great day! Artist: Corrie Koipers Product Id: 299759 299759
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